Bio-Sand water filter Project report of
Kanenpura Colony
Village Name: Kanenpura Colony
Water source: river water
Main occupation: Fishing, hunting and cultivating few seasonal crops.

We would first like to thank PPI on behalf of all our kanenpura colony inhabitants for providing
the safe drinking water.
Inhabitants of this village had no access for the clean and safe drinking water but now with the
help of PPI the whole village people are able to consume the clean drinking water.
Earlier people used to collect the water from river and consume it directly which would affect
them directly on their health and the mortality rate of the new born children as well as the old
people in this village was too high, small children used to suffer from many diseases like
diarrhea, cough, whirl fever and other deadly diseases caused by contaminated drinking water.
But now the same inhabitants of Kanenpura colony are very happy for having the Bio-Sand
water filter and progressing towards healthy lifestyle.
Inhabitants were advised to use the filter water for all their requirements and also for bathing
the new born kids and they are happy with the results they have got. The mortality rate have
drastically come down, just in the span of six months people have got very good results and
now they are most aware about the safe drinking water.
Our volunteers have worked very hard to create the awareness among the villagers and the
result today are our inhabitants carry the filtered water in a bottle even when they go out for
farming or fishing or hunting.
All the beneficiaries of the kanenpura colony have received water jug along with the filters to
store the filtered water in it, usually the utensils used by our tribal people are very old and
hence water jugs are extra boon to them.
All this good cause was made possible with the help of PPI and the sponsors, we (staff of
Pragathi) thank you all on behalf of our poor tribal people for your enormous support being
offered to them.

